Information Services & Technology in partnership with the Division of Student Life is running a few technology experiments in MIT’s residence halls this spring. Here are some ideas we’ve heard so far:

- Shared displays for our laptops!
- Dorm government e-tools: let every student have a vote!
- Massively multi-player virtual dormitories!
- Smart occupant-aware team rooms!

We want these to be YOUR projects. Please join us at one of two brainstorming sessions this IAP, open to any MIT dorm resident. The three P’s will be provided by us (paper, pens, and pizza). You bring the ideas!

**Sidney & Pacific Owu Room (122)**
Tuesday, January 25th 2005
4:00pm-7:00pm

**Simmons Hall Multi-purpose Room**
Thursday, January 27th 2005
5:30pm-8:30pm